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ABSTRACT 
 

Inundated by the blabber of talking heads, politicos, and advertisements? Ready to hear the 

voice of the Bard again? The speaker in the dissertation manuscript Falsetto asks the reader to turn 

down all the noise and trust him, a new prophet crying out in the desert (or crying out through your 

dessert, as it were). The speaker of these poems, then, steps into the tradition of poet-as-prophet, a 

tradition handed down from predecessors such as the Biblical writers, Edmund Spenser, William 

Blake, Walt Whitman, Allen Ginsberg, and others, as he guides readers through his search for 

meaning in relationships, music, and religion. But even as this speaker assumes that role, the 

manuscript and poems call into question that role as evident by the dissertation title, Falsetto, a 

beautiful but fake voice both confident and aware of its own construct. Indeed, the speaker is 

confronted with falseness and constructions in his search for meaning – the false idols, the falseness 

of internet relationships, and religion so true and so constructed it must be false.  
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Isaiah answer’d: ‘I saw no God, nor heard any, in a finite organical perception; but my senses 
discover’d the infinite in everything, and as I was persuaded, and remained confirm’d, that the voice 
of honest indignation is the voice of God, I cared not for consequences, but wrote.’ 
 
Then I asked: ‘Does a firm persuasion that a thing is so, make it so?’ 
 
He replied: ‘All poets believe that itdoes, and in ages of imagination tis firm persuasion removed 
mountains; but many are not capable of a firm persuasion of anything.’ 
 
 - William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell 
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THE BARD IS BACK IN TOWN 
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The Bard is Back in Town 
 
O bored hivemind, O vitamin D deficients high  
     on laugh tracks and late-night infomercials  
for the eternal salvation of juicers, O lol’ling  
      
emojis who overuse exclamation points: listen!  
     Hear me bicycle-riding elephants, mystic laptop  
geeksquads, drumline drive-bys, booger-flicking  
 
paint boys, pecan-picking paparazzi, thrifty 
     mixologists, I-know-righters, question mark  
huggers, board game braggards, third base coaches, 
 
8-bit chain-chomps, and even moody woodpeckers. 
     Listen to my diphthongs, my birdsongs, 
my alphabetical diatribes like a clown playing scales, 
 
for I am the Poet: I can crop circles into squares,  
     bend flames into serpents, and I use tongues  
to torch the zeitgeist -- my eye streams the electric  
 
word that saves from the blue screen of death. I speak  
     on behalf of your infantile lips, and my conjunctions 
crank the watermills of language so the power doesn't 
 
shut off while you are trying to enjoy an action verb  
     milkshake, so trust my tongue like a frog trusts  
a lilypad. No – trust me like you trust your credit card  
 
company’s fraud department. No! Trust me like a boob,  
    noob, trust me like the tittle trusts the hook 
and together we’ll make a wondrous jay, we’ll fly pages  
 
like zip lines, we’ll float on typographical pool chairs, 
     we’ll surf the rhizomes of the universe.  
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Fugue to Alligators, Anton Webern, and Disorder in Bb Minor 
          

The other day on NPR a man claimed that when a low Bb 

is played on a tuba around alligators, they writhe and bellow 

because Bb is the same pitch they bawl when they’re horny, 
  
and New Orleans zookeepers have a mating problem 

with white alligators – they can’t get the gators to get it on, 
and they need a new heir since the youngest male, 
  
Pale Face, choked to death on quarters kids threw in his tank, 
so imagine your job is to walk around with a tuba playing the pitch Bb 

until otherwise sexually frigid alligators wrestle like porn stars 

  
because there’s power in pitches, and Bb might be the most dynamic: 
black holes emit mile-deep sound waves resonating at Bb, 
which is why I believe in string theory, that at my core 

  
a microstylus vibrates at pitches dictated by time: G, Bb, F, Bb, A#, 
etc., which makes sense, what with the Beach Boys 
harmonizing about “Good Vibrations,” but yesterday a news anchor 
 
reported that a neutrino traveled faster than the speed of light, 
and my face falls into the bowl of Cheerios and milk on my lap, 
 or I’m listening to Webern’s Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 10, 
 
third movement, and when a trumpet comes out of nowhere and screams, 
“LISTEN, BITCHES: Bb!” my gag reflex starts, the room spins, 
and the nanostrings of my person buzz like pissed-off bees 
 
whose hive has fallen out of a sycamore tree, and I think  
what’s a guy to do with dangerous Bb’s bouncing around in counterpoint, 
disrupting his microstylus? Einstein worked to unify a perfect physics, 
 
but along came neutrinos cruising through stoplights in their Thunderbirds, 
spitting on the grave of E=MC2, and even if scientists prove 

the whole neutrino thing was a miscalculation, they don’t know 

 
when a sexy prime number or neutrino-spy will show up 

on behalf of Chaos with flowers and a knife hidden under her skirt. 
In Pythagoras’ day musicians mastered key, but then Webern 
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shredded it like a backyard butcher, and he claimed that the sound 

of a full orchestra playing forte felt like a sumo-wrestler on his head 

so he modeled his compositions off sparse sounds of a Viennese night, 
 
but when he stepped on his porch to smoke a cigar, an American Soldier 
shot him in the brain for being out past curfew during World War II. 
I dream in strange melodies like The Simpsons theme song 
 
or God Bless Ye Merry, Gentlemen,  and I croon “Save us all  
from Satan’s power” through the night like a loaded Christmas caroler,  
or sleepwalk to the piano, sit down to play a brilliant melody that I’ve dreamt 
 
up, and wake up in front  of the keys befuddled, questioning who I am  
and why I have a keyboard  in my house. I try to dodge microwaves,  
radio signals, random number generators, errant street musicians,  
 
psychedelic drugs, and I cover all the clocks in my apartment with duct tape 
so my brain forgets that soon a bearded man with a tuba will march up  
to me and start blowing a Bb in my face, and who’ll be the alligator then? 
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Dear Psychiatric Cartographer 
 
I want you to go all stereoplotter and aerial mosaic 
    on my brain matter, to shade with pencil 
    my synapse fires, to spray paint and stencil  
the contour map of my sentient matrix – 
 
how you’ll measure me in metes and bounds,  
    chart my neurotransmitters, those robust sprites, 
    and my glowstick apple of desire. You’ll highlight   
the cerebral dumpster where the ethereal sounds  
 
of blue scat clink like a slinky in my id, 
    that repository where I fantasize about Nancy 
    when your hawkeye sees a flight of fancy. 
Don’t worry, you won’t scathe my lid: 
 
   you’ll labor until my lines stand and squawk --  
   figurines of me telling you how to talk. 
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Fugue for My Daughter’s Baptism, Mainstream American Food, and Empty Acronyms in F 
Major 
 

On Saturday my daughter is getting baptized 

    so my in-laws drive down eighteen hours 
to watch Law & Order Special Victims Unit  
    marathons and complain about our coffee 

table being too close to the sofa. For dinner 
     we’ve decided to try MASA, an Asian fusion 

restaurant, but Jaclyn’s parents only eat food 

     that is “American” and will surely protest,  
so I suggest, “Tell them we’re dining at  
     MARSA,” which sounds more ‘Merican 

because of the R, and Jaclyn says, “Could   
     stand for ‘Mainstream American Restaurant,  
So American!’” The acronym is only half as strange  
     as SAT, which doesn’t stand for anything  
but itself, SAT, like a political candidate standing 

    alone on the street holding a sign for himself. 
Don’t we all feel hollow as those letters sometimes,  
     signifiers of nothing trying to keep a match lit 
in a vacuum? And a baptism is just the thing I need 

     to ratchet up the religious diminished chords  
I usually mute with rum and League of Legends, 
     a video game where I pretend to be a dwarf 
lady who wields “The Hammer of Diplomacy,” 

     but I can’t play while the in-laws are here 

or they’ll tell Jaclyn, “He’s a good man, you know,  
     95 percenter.” At the baptism the priest pours 

water over Tallulah’s head and she doesn’t whine, 
     she just grunts like she’s been hit with 

the Hammer of Diplomacy, taking a spiritual 
     bath like it was a necessary Jesus-whomp 

and she is my ambassador today to the divine 

     and in-law realm: the angels’ tune switches 
to an F major melody without me sucking a barrel 
     of Myer’s Dark and Jaclyn’s parents don’t peep  
about MASA even if they order chicken and potatoes, 
     items that don’t actually appear on the menu. 
It’s like neither God nor they noticed my missing five 

     percent as they cooed at the newest Christian 
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on the block until we get home that night and the TV 

     is still blabbing on about forensics and roofies 

and I trip over the damn coffee table which I swear 
     jumped away from the sofa to bring me down.   
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The Ballad of the Lord of English 
 
“He commands respect like he’s the fucking Lord of English 
but then he just curses at everyone.”  
 - Student Course Evaluation 
  
Yes, I am the asshole who, when stuck in traffic, 
blasted Rush’s “The Spirit of the Radio” and played  
air guitar like my Ford Focus was a palace. I wore  
sunglasses up the elevator and when a student  
 
commented, I pretended I forgot to take them off 
my face, but actually I wear my crown wherever  
I may meet my lieges. When I called roll in the class  
where I am Lord, I rejoiced when you weren’t there  
 
because goddammit I look for any reason to fail 
my subjects since I can’t cut off your heads, 
but then you walked into my dominion chatting 
about Riley, some hottie you met at Bikram yoga,  
 
straight through my lecture as you’ve done before,  
and I whispered “What the fuck?” which you heard.  
Oh and let me tell you: in that moment I felt not only 
like the sovereign fucking Lord of English, but also  
 
the Lord  of Well-Placed “Fucks.” As I drove home,  
I was Car Radio Lord and I Lorded my sunglasses  
all over my kingly visage. That afternoon I became  
Lord of the Universal Television Remote,  
 
Lord of a High-Carbohydrate Cosmic Brownie,  
Lord of My Futon which Doubles as a Bed, 
and I Lorded over the dishwasher and the fresh shit  
my cat left me. “Remember – you’re only a graduate 
 
student,” you wrote – well don’t worry, you can bet 
Riley’s sweet ass that I remembered when I exercised  
my Divine Right as the Lord of Paying Rent, using  
the last seven-hundred dollars left in my bank account. 
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Coming Down at Christmas 
 
Tallulah puked her car seat, so here I am cupping 
    three baby wipes to hold a puddle of vomit, 
“Feliz Navidad” blasting the radio. The Gulf coast 
 
    is a tropical depression and I just stopped 
taking seven years of anxiety meds, which feels like 
    pushing off a space shuttle and hoping I float 
 
to Earth without burning upon reentry. We exit  
    I-10 at Chipley, FL, Jaclyn parks in the an empty 
parking lot, and we give our child a baby wipe 
 
    bath behind the building. I shove a soiled 
onesie into a trash can and peek inside the window 
    to see a set of caskets decorated with red and green 
 
lights and a strange Santa doll propped on a table,  
    a flannel-wearing Santa holding a candy cane 
over his shoulder like a shovel. Oh. It’s a funeral home. 
 
    “Prospero año,” Jose Feliciano wishes us,  
but my landlord made me trash our first Christmas 
    tree because it was a fire hazard. Tallulah 
 
grabs my pant leg and says, “Elmo, Elmo,” her way 
    of asking to watch a movie. As we approach  
New Orleans, the interstate is a dank blanket crumpled 
 
    against the swamp. When I think Sesame Street, 
I don’t think Elmo, I think Cookie Monster and the meme 
    where he’s lighting up cookie dough in the bathroom 
     
like it’s heroin. We get back in the car and Jaclyn plays 
    an educational video that teaches colors by singing 
the color word at high-pitched tones, opera of suns 
 
    singing praise arias to yellow, and Tallulah tries  
so hard to say the word but all that comes out is “ello,” 
    which is better than puke, and she bobs her head 
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to the praise aria like she’s at a rock concert, 
    only pausing to eat raisins, and I realize 
my daughter is the joyous master of microcosms,  
 
    but when I turn around to watch her air guitar 
she is already as asleep as a porcelain doll.    
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Dammit and the Placenta  
 

A week before my birth a cement truck sideswiped Mom’s Volvo 

     and I clutched placenta like a safety bar on a roller coaster,  
but I let go when they wrapped forceps around my skull 
     
     to yank me through the C-section so I came out with a head 

like a dented orange not eight months after I was conceived, 
     a premature boy who 24 years later still eats Oreos before bed 

 

and wants to be the little spoon when cuddling. At age eleven  
     I was the only kid at overnight camp still wearing comic-themed 

briefs, and older boys popped the elastic bands of my underwear  
 

     against my ass until I shouted, “Quit it, dammit!” so they called me 

“Dammit” like it was my name: “Dammit’s too slow for battleball,” 

     “Stop whining, Dammit, go to sleep,” and I wished my placenta 

 

was at camp because Malaysians believe the placenta is the baby’s 

     older sibling, and Nigerians give it a full funeral, believing it has life, 
though in Louisiana we incinerate the thing without spreading the ashes, 
      
     but if my name’s Dammit then my placenta’s name was Shithead,  
and for months we debated whether Santa prefers Oreos or Chips Ahoy, 
     discussed parallel universes made of Legos or Lincoln Logs,  
 

and criticized the Justice League for leaving out Spiderman even though 

     he was a Marvel hero -- maybe that’s why I bought Spiderman panties 
for my ex-girlfriend before she dumped me for drooling on her boob  
 

     one night. Have you ever seen a placenta? They look like plastic bags 

of red gravy and meatballs, my favorite dish, not that I’m a placentophagist, 
     but I wish my parents buried my placenta with a tree like Hawaiians do, 
 

perhaps the pecan tree that grew in our yard and dropped hundreds 
     of nuts every year. At camp I dreamed that baby Jesus 

with his little halo hovered behind me snapping my comic book briefs, 
 

     but He didn’t laugh like the camp boys, but condemned me for saying  
“dammit.” If Shithead had gone to camp, he would have hidden 

     in the cabin closet until lights out, then emerge like a gory hidalgo  
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waving veins and mucus at those older dudes to terrorize them  
     or pretend to be a bloody amoeba in the toilet. The ex-girlfriend,  
let’s call her Spiderwoman, complained that I blabbered  
 

     non-sequiturs in my sleep like “I’m a Lilliputian / Santa Claus 
and snowballs!” and I was so impressed my subconscious had read 

     Jonathan Swift that for Halloween I dressed as Gulliver with Lego 

 

men hanging from my shirt, but nobody guessed who I was. Shithead 

     would have known. I bet he would be the big spoon,  
would wipe the drool off his boob and not mention it in the morning,  
 

     tell me that baby Jesus was a superhero and superheroes don’t bully 

dweebs. And though Mom tells me about the emergency C-section, 
     how they sucked the fluids out my lungs, hooked me up to a ventilator,  
 

didn’t let her hold me for the first two days I was alive, she doesn’t mention 

     birthing the womb-brother who loved me before I could imagine 

mean baby Jesus. So if you’re listening, Spiderman, Santa, or Superhero Jesus: 
     bring back my placenta, oh yeah, bring it on home to me. 
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Birthday Poem 

 

I’ve never seen a real, live prostitute in the flesh, 
but then Cobalt’s house band plays "Sweet  
Home Alabama," swarming tourists 
holler a half-assed woo like the buzz 

of a hive, and two ladies strut to the dance floor 
to waggle like they’re saying “here’s the honey” –  
One has the wrinkled tan that accumulates  
after years of vitamin D, and she wears a strapless 

leopard print mini, too mini to cover both thorax 

and abdomen, and her hands are on the hips 
of a younger woman in a sunflower dress 
with no bra underneath, a detail that Jackie 

points out to me. Heck, I would have never  
conceived of the ladies as hookers had Jackie 

not said, “Those girls are hookers,” 

because I assume that everyone is a worker bee – 
the artists and musicians of the colony  
who feed the broods, hew honeycomb,  
and speak dance to each other, 
but never have sex like those honey- 
guzzling queens who mate, lay eggs, repeat. 
Males don’t have much of a role in hive life 

and it’s better that way – we’re the grist of  
drooling drones happy to mate with the queen 

and die, like the group of businessmen  
in wristwatches on the dance floor sidelines  
who brought the women to Cobalt’s.  
Once we sit at a table, Uncle Todd decides 
it’s time to tell me a birthday story: 
his roommate brought home a prostitute once, 
thinking young Todd was home for the weekend, 
but Todd was hiding under the mattress naked, 
in the fetal position, sucking his thumb as the bed 

shook through the night. Some ass at Cobalt’s 
yells, “FREE BIRD,” and the restaurant’s all woo-woo 

again, but the lead singer of the band is interrupted 

during the first verse by her son crawling into her arms 

and so she yowls Skynyrd’s lyrics while rocking 

the boy to sleep, and I can’t sleep in the middle 
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of an insect colony so for my birthday all I wanted  
was to stay in the condo with Jackie, listen to Ella 
sing “Mack the Knife,”  and play Yahtzee, but here we are  
fulfilling our most base desires: conch fritters, raw oysters, 
queen bees jiggling their junk, the reverb of electric 

guitar, and the ambrosia of Cobalt’s, a word that means 
“goblin” in German. Lift me up, Cobalt’s, and engulf me  
in your monster crowd  – zombies, and wringwraiths 
caterwauling homages to the sweet home of overcrowded  
beaches and Confederate reenactments! Bite my neck,  
let the cocktail and remoulade sauces be my blood, 
let me juice up on the steroids of alligator tail. 
Give me a massive stinger, make me your drunken bee 

goblin, then lift me on your shoulder and lay me naked 

under your bed so that I can feel the vibrations when you 

shake all night long all night long all night long. 
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My Imposter 
 
When I was invited to the awards ceremony, 
my imposter showed up and convinced everyone 
 
that he deserved the honor, what with his slicker hair, 
metrosexual grooming, and ability to never drink 
 
more than three Cuba Libres. After the ceremony 
he drove to my house where he made my bed  
 
shake and my wife sing like a freed skylark  
because he doesn’t have thigh stretch marks  
 
and has never sneezed in her face during sex 
or cried over Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers.  
 
He’s been a good husband – he cooks, folds laundry  
into smooth squares, sings the National Anthem 
 
on key, and never chooses video games over dolls 
with our daughter. When I discover this better version  
 
of my self has been playing my French horn 
in the church choir, impressing my boss who offered  
 
him a raise, and feeding my pet chinchilla, Rocky,  
all in my name, I’d like to think that I’d storm in  
 
the house with a firehose and spray him out, 
rip my shirt in half and make my wife shout  
 
like Beethoven’s 5th, that I’d learn to roll sushi 
and play competitive jai alai, finally master 
 
Microsoft Office and take my boss out to the shooting  
range so he’d finally like me, and steal back the award 
 
for Best in Show: Chinchilla Category. But I wouldn’t, 
because I like my imposter more than me too.  
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Fugue for Sexual Tension, Androgeny, and Wingmen in A♭ Minor 
  
I’m eating peanut butter on a spoon in my twin bed 

while translating a poem by Guillaume de Machaut, 
the 14th century ace of courtly love who, while Europe 

  
suffered the Black Death, penned chansons to a maiden 

forty years his junior named Péronne so gorgeous 
that when I Google her name, a photo of a pink petaled rose 

  
with golden stamen is the first result. I dated a younger girl 
once, Ashley Sommers, a college freshman when I was a senior. 
She had chestnut curls like harp strings coiled 

  
and once flashed me a black g-string when I played 

a Sufjan Stevens song for her on piano, but she dumped me 

cold when I composed my own song for her and performed it 
  
with my band in a coffee shop. She said I sang flat, like a drunk 

nightingale. I set aside Guillaume and find a video on Facebook 

that Ashley posted of her pregnant belly pulsing as the baby kicks 
  
which I watch no less than six times. I swear off dating again, 
imagine myself as a medieval ascetic living in a green cave, 
spending my existence translating Guillaume’s love poems. 
  
I bet Guillaume had moments when he cut himself shaving 

and had to attend a festival with a napkin on his upper lip, 
or when his rhymes sounded so cliché that his damsel 
  
dumped her chamber pot out the window on him. 
Take, for example, this rondeau he probably penned 

while drinking a goblet of wine in his wooden twin bed, 
  
dwelling on his lack of luck and failed sexual prowess: 
“Hell was when our love was consummated,                       

and though you forgot me, my friend,                                 

  
I must keep my promise and God’s command                        

to never have another lover, girl or boy,”                                        

Oh! What hell it must have been, that first shag.  Sweet, 
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to deprive sexual urges in God’s name, exactly what Guillaume 

said to get laid -- standing outside the castle with a lyre, 
singing about chastity in a countertenor until he bedded Péronne. 
  
Sufjan Stevens is also a master of feigning asexuality, and the lyric 

“I almost touched your blouse” makes both men and women shiver 
at the tension under that blouse, the levy about to break 

  
and flood Eunuch City, which is perhaps why Ashley Sommers lifted 

her skirt for me. And I think: how could I get her to lift it again? 
I’m in a bar with Guillaume and Sufjan, each of us flaunting 

  
skinny jeans and aviator glasses. I step into the bathroom, 
brush my eyebrows and arm hair, recite a few love ballads 
to the mirror. I buy everyone a round of jello shots, join 

  
Sufjan and Guillaume on stage, and play electric piano 

while they sing in castrati harmony. Ashley Sommers is there 

in the crowd, still a freshman in her tie neck plunge dress. 
  
Will she saunter over to the piano and sit next to me?  
Will she kiss me? Or will she lean over, real sexy-like, 
without touching me, and whisper into my ear: 
 “You’re a peacock. You’re a friggin’ Renaissance man.” 
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How Do You Enjoy Poetry? Ask Poetry on a Date 
 - Student Question 
  
Take it to a drive-in, an old film you don’t really want to see but maybe poetry will be into, like 
Casablanca. You get so nervous that your skin sticks to the leather seats of your Corolla. You 
wonder if the temperature in your car is ok, if your shirt is buttoned too far up, if the pine air 
freshener scent is too strong, if you were too polite, if you tipped the rollerblading waitress enough, 
if poetry likes popcorn, if poetry has been with too many other poets, if you should just go for it, if 
poetry is into Star Wars, if poetry will look good when you bring poetry home to Mom.  
 
The movie’s a bore, but you hang in there. You stumble over your words: “you wanna, uh, get some 
gestapo,” you say when you mean, “Would you like to get some gelato.” Yeah. You wanna see 
poetry eat that gelato, the smooth mint gelato on a silver spoon, the crescent moon overhead 
shining like a steroidal rainbow on poetry’s face. You walk poetry to the door, and poetry jingles the 
car keys which is maybe a sign. You go upstairs with poetry, sit on the couch and drink bad wine 
and watch reruns of Twin Peaks. Poetry’s house is messy – orange rinds and spiders all over the floor 
like it’s the apocalypse. But you don’t give a shit – you’re with poetry. Poetry sits down. You are 
trembling, but you go for it anyways – the classic stretch-into-arm-around move.  
 
Poetry slaps you in the face. Never make any assumptions about poetry. 
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How Do You Enjoy Poetry? Fight Poetry 
 
You’re alleyway roughin-it with noise cancelling headphones and an oversize Biggie sweater when 
you see poetry scavenging through a dumpster, picking out an old rack of ribs and sucking on the 
bone. You walk over to the dump and start rifling through, trying to get to the best of the bones 
before poetry does – this is your alleyway, for fuck’s sake. There’s a big frame of a broken chair, and 
you try to wedge it out the way, but it’s too heavy, so poetry helps you move it. Below the chair is a 
half-wrapped half-eaten Big Mac, and you both grab for it at the same time. 
 
Poetry elbows you. You elbow poetry. Both of you fall out of the dumpster, and then go into karate 
poses, and above your heads appears a Mortal Kombat-style scoreboard. Poetry shouts big words at 
you, big rhyming words, “LILLIPUTIAN” and “RESTITUTION” and then bounces off the wall 
into a spinning kick-to-your-face, three rotations and three separate blows to your nose. Your health 
bar goes down to halfway. You do a barrel-roll on the ground, throw off your sweater to reveal the 
beefiness, and punch poetry right in the crotch. Crotch punch one, crotch punch two. Poetry 
writhes for a minute, and makes a disgusting face, like poetry is imitating a steak.  
 
You’ve won the battle – poetry’s health bar is down to milliblood. Poetry has that classic squiggly 
line over its head that indicates stunned. You walk over and glut, flapping your arms at the crowd 
like a peacock, ready to put on the final death move, your famous headlock rip-off the nose.  
 
You bend over grab poetry’s neck, but it jerks awake and breaks your arm, headbutts your mouth, 
and rips your heart out. You think poetry hasn’t been jabbed in the genitals before? Think again. 
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MISSED CONNECTIONS AND OTHER CYBERSPACE FOLLY 
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Dear Internetverse  
 
Dear internetverse: don’t be a saltine! Rub rum runners 
     on my gums, you marzipan kitten. Numb me, 
twist my curls into twine and make yourself a tweed 
     jacket because the ethernet is a hell of a dinner party, 
what with the bit rates and token rings donned in gold, 
     and I’m standing at the curb with a boutonniere 
ready to shimmy against a backdrop of the Golden Girls. 
     When I hear you ding my gizzard drizzles,  
for even your drivel drills fillings into my cavities, 
     gets my gut gushing, makes me coo and canoodle 
like a toucan. And if you want to fight, anonymous eggshell,  
     I will pull out a slick-sharpened sickle and splice 
your commas like a grammarian umpire. I will toilet paper 
     your face and smudge inkblots on your nipples. 
I will print my fingers in tar all over your smithereens 
     because I want your ode, your song, your frothy 
filmfest of fame. I want to be in Lode Runner with you.    
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Dear Maiden With the Small Face  
 
Maiden with the Small Face: you sit in the window reading 
    Infinity. I watch you adjust your bra straps when the sun 
magnifies through the glass, the heat igniting your breast 
    midnight-flame blue. You tear up the internet searching  
for big-faced men to cup you, men who you can crawl into 
    like elevator shafts and make a new nest for yourself.  
Will you climb down the treble clef and sing my melody?  
    I will call you Robin and dress in chevron and fanfare 
my feathers. You’ll wear that phthalo lipstick and weave  
    silk for my head when my hair falls out. Needle-rip me,  
little glowworm, turn my insides into light, and I will climb 
    your perch and take you in, if it is safe. But Robin, redbird –  
I’m afraid that you’ll pierce my neck with your perfect beak,  
    crawl in my throat, and you’ll sing the falcon’s falsetto  
as it stoops with fire-burst swiftness to catch its prey.   
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Dear Faux-Hipster Bike Man 
 
Saw you schlepping down Tennessee street  
     on that fixie when you toppled  
like a junk bond, got up with strawberry 
      knees and a sucker-punched face,  
tears down your jukebox as you rechained  
      the bike and turkeyed on, you piggy 
bank – I wanted to put tough-love mascara 
     on your faux-hipster face, to knock  
off your blue glasses and pocket protector 
     that aren’t fooling anybody – deep  
down you want to move to St. George Beach 
     with me and spend ten-hour days  
dragging umbrellas and chatting up milfs, 
     to live out of a van and oil-tan our skin, 
to get ripped and shave our chest hair 
     and prance around Risky Business-style, 
because just when you least expect it, I will 
     hop in and scar you with my heart 
like a lime slice falling into a cool glass of gin. 
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Dear Tennis Monster 
 
I watched your tennis match at the park, 
    cauliflower curls swinging pheromone 
whiffs my way like a dandelion shower, and yes, 
    I will vote for pit-stained baconed t-shirts 
with white knee-highs, and yes, I will restring 
    your racket with strands of my golden hair, 
and yes, I will let you eat my egg crystals 
    wrapped in avocado until you weep spring 
if I can access a collection of your headbands,  
    siphon your sweat into graduated cylinders, 
grow your fungus in outrageous minor sixths. 
    You’ll be my hunter green, my fertilizer,  
my jade and malachite, my celadon critter, 
    and I will eat you until I ferment and bloom. 
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Dear Card Catalog Creature 
 
I thought only the depths of the library stacks could envelop me 
    in dreamscape tundra tie dye, but then your hand pulled 
a collection of Russian fairy tales from the stacks and my core 
    chilled to arctic berry and I heard the abyss of birds  
from Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time, the pheasant’s  
    drunken supernova desire flapping in me like an unfettered 
novella. When you opened the book like legs and a parade 
    of rusalka swam on the pages, water nymphs calling you 
to drown in the impossible night of words, I wanted to unhook 
    you even if I am a poor angler. I wanted to be your index, 
your acknowledgement, your table of contents, to mold you 
    into alphabet shapes so you trust me as a W trusts the serif, 
to molt my brightest hue and take your darker cobalt blues, 
    and together we could rule the stacks, create our own 
card catalog according to book temperament like medieval 
    alchemists. And I would never devour you unless you asked, 
I swear, for even in the deepest corners of the clarinet’s timbre 
    there are shades of ice that keep the blue fire burning. 
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Dear Tattoo Artist I Met at Optimist Park 
 
When I saw your hands, I imagined a tattoo  
    of the man in the moon on my shoulder, 
that zoot suit sky hero who guards my sleep, 
    and I’ll wear chiffon to your parlor if you’ll be 
the pointillist who dots my every canvas pixel until  
    the corona on my shoulder bruises and we fall in 
a well of sunlight. But don’t be a beefcake and burn 
    my parchmented skin – if you can really capture 
the crescential twilight, you will sleep in the shade 
    of my shoulder forever. I know it’s only a dream, 
me being your canvas, but I want you to be your work 
    because it’s only so long before my skin wrinkles, 
the moon is eclipsed, and I dry up like a desert flamingo. 
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Dear Tourist 
 
Both of us were enjoying the clothing-optional cruise: 
    peach schnapps, body paint, mermaid tails, and breasts, 
when the wind kicked up, the cruise liner jerked, 
    and nudes scattered like bronzed bowling pins. 
You and I tried to squeeze through revolving doors 
    which stopped when the ship’s power zapped, 
so you dug nails into my hips, our parts hot-pressed 
    together, my fingers swam your golden-buzzed 
 hair, my body heat shushed your shivering bones.  
    After the whiplash symphony outside quelled,  
you touristed away onto an island that sells beach 
    scent in a bottle, but you left a cerulean relief sculpture 
on my chest, and I felt blazed like a lightning victim.    
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For Sale: My Old-Ass/Vintage Blue Leather Couch 
 
As you browse the photos, imagine smooth leather, an orange tabby 
with a pierced tongue, a glass of buttery-deep chardonnay. A lo-fi trio 
maps the moon outside, and your ex-love is slurping undercooked eggs  
 
seasoned with smoked paprika. You made them. You guzzle the wine 
in bigger and bigger gulps, but the glass never empties; you are drunk 
but never drunk enough. Ex-love finishes your eggs and starts pulling out 
 
strands of gold, long wires from the deep innards of your brain.  
“Take off your knickers,” she says. The tabby wants the leftover eggs,  
but they are gone, so he takes out his tongue ring and starts poking you 
 
in the arm with it. “What’s Up, Pussycat,” the trio plays, but the version 
written for piano, wind chimes, and lawnmower. They keep transposing  
their song a key higher, and a key higher, and a key higher, until the pianist 
 
is trilling the topmost C as fast as he can. Ex-love has her tumors growing 
into your cranium and you want to ask her to stop, but in your drunken/not-drunken 
stupor, your words exit like a satyr farting painful and beautiful snow-flurries. 
 
Should you buy my couch, none of this will happen to you. As when reading  
a choose-your-own-adventure novel, you’ll have partial control over the liquor  
and weather associated with your luxury time with my old-ass couch.  
 
And as much as I’d like to sell Ex-love to you, she’s still slurping the eggs.  
You can just have regular sex, too, if that’s what you’re into. The cushions 
are made for that, three blue buttcheeks ready to party like Greek gods.  
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For Sale: Vintage Janky Dishwasher  
 
As you browse the photos, imagine breathing solar flare radiation  
that leaks through your window and smells like the smoke of a joint 
rolled with seaweed, imagine Ex-love force feeding you egg yolks 
 
from a wooden ladle, imagine a hoard of maggots weaving 
in and out of the pecan-crusted salmon you cooked that now floats 
in the kitchen sink, imagine the slow melt of your tongue into wax 
 
and your heart in your mouth like a rotting communion wafer. 
The solar flare blares like a cherubim, Ex-love takes a swig 
of bacon grease from your favorite wooden goblet, and the salmon 
 
starts decaying with a fizzle. The solar flare slows down the speed 
of sound so Ex-love’s voice resonates like a deep robot’s as she tries  
again to seduce you. It was just supposed to be dinner and a movie.  
 
But lo! Praise the vintage janky dishwasher! You opens its metal cape 
and you crawl in to be cleansed by its plasma-hot boil, to dunk your dishes 
and rinse the egg off your gums. Praise the sprinkler spraying  
 
industrial-strength detergent in your eyes, praise your tongueless mouth  
yelling like a wooly mammoth emerging from the tundra after eons  
of being frozen with a crick in the neck, praise the energy-saving cycle  
 
that stored a host of electrons to infuse in your blood, praise the steam   
that follows you as you tumbleset out like a wrestler entering the stadium 
and pick up Ex-love by the ears and put her back on your front porch. 
 
Praise the blessed steam, buyer, as it cascades into your apartment  
and brings back the crescent moon, heals your tongue, seals the door. 
Praise the janky steam that is not included with your purchase. 
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Web Tasting Party 
 
In Barrett Lyon’s picture, Mapping the Internet, 
twelve million synapse fires burn in a supernova  
cluster, the rhythm of routers connecting 
our homes. The image looks like an exploding 
plum, and I want to scoop a chunk of the web 
with a spoon and lick its sugar, I want to squeeze 
it and feel the juice run between my fingers, 
I want to peel back its skin, pull out the pit, 
roll it around in my palm, pluck the seeds 
and swallow them so I can make my own fruit, 
but then I remind myself that the internet is a hollow 
canyon of digits and I’m another rock tumbling 
around in the river, that in this rigid matrix of math  
I’m either a one or zero, depending on who’s counting. 
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Dirge for Wowaholics, Second Lifers, and All Others Who Signed Off Reality 
 
Your Cheetos are stale, your deodorant worn off, 
and your parakeet, Nathaniel, who whistles  
Ocarina of Time starved to death; but Krylika, 
the Blood Elf you’ve trained for three years, 
reached level 58 today, so it’s time to celebrate 
though your wife will miss it because she’s in bed 
tangled in a lesbian relationship with sHICKsa, a fruit 
farmer in Second Life who sells magical mangos 
that cause female avatars’ chests to grow double D’s, 
and she eats sHICKsa’s fruit daily, earns 20 Linden Dollars 
an hour dancing in a Furries-only virtual sex club, 
and was nominated for Miss September in Maxim 
Magazine’s Second Life Edition. Sometimes you hear 
her panting in the next room so you moan  
loud as you can because she should realize 
that your MMO is just as sexy as her MMO. 
You have a son, you know. He plays Grand Theft Auto 
in the basement and is an expert on how to hot 
wire a stick shift, traffic cocaine from Miami to LA, 
and beat a ho with a baseball bat. He even has  
his own blog, slapabitchup.com, an archive of links 
to the best violent porn for middle schoolers to browse. 
But the three of you do have one thing in common: 
you are all logged on to Gchat, where you  
argue over whose turn it is to feed the parakeet, Nathaniel, 
who is the only living thing in the house. 
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FALSE IDOL FLASH MOB 
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Ode to the Old Testament Hullabaloo, Queens and Pagans Too  
 A double-helix ABC Jam 
 
Amen, let’s start with a shout out to my ladies named Esther, Heph Z. 
 Zibah, and Oholibamah for making this ode breathtaking like a  
branch of olives or a rainbow after a flood, because when that bully 
 Yahweh thinks we can’t hear, he sends a plague that even Job 
curses - but let’s keep this poem PG, not nasty like Song of Songs sex, 
 X-rated and giving studious altar boys boners for years B.C.  
during ceremonies in the Holy of Holies while they kneeled in their pew 
 worshipping but never touching the Holy Arc of God, 
even though it was so tempting which is why Moses declared in Lev. 
  verse 15:16 “be clean without semen from dreamin of Eve.” 
Fellas, you want to be like David: a dream interpreter, war guru, 
 unlikely King, penthouse poet?  Learn to use a slingshot, buy a staff, 
grow your hair in golden curls, and pray your ass off like Daniel in that pit 
 teeming with lions because Jehovah is always recruiting  
his prophets, a vocation some take to extremes like when Amos 
 streaked through Israel, Elijah faced 450 pagan prophets, or Jonah 
immersed himself into the a whale’s belly when God the Transporter 
 required him to travel on a tight budget.  And ladies − mini 
Judiths out there − I recommend you learn to slip your foe a tranq, 
 quietly hack his head off with a stake, and bask in the glory of raj 
killing, or bathe where a David can see, so he’ll give your hubbie the clip, 
 pop a cap in his back door so that you two can enjoy a sweet fuck, 
legitimate love, authorized ass, and you’ll be his one in a thousand boo 
 or rather one of his thousand boos, but he’ll want to spill 
more seed into you because he wants a son with your eyes, your skin, 
 none of the flaws of a pagan ho, and this is all slim until a medium,   
Nathan, has a chat with God the Prude and publicly calls your dude a ham 
 maligning your beautiful name, Bathsheba, daughter of an 
oath, clean one.  Yep, God the Obdurate will catch you like he caught Samuel, 
 lying in bed getting some shuteye when you’ll hear someone whisper, “Lo, 
pagan, arise” from outside and it won’t be your horny mistress or some crook 
 keening your name, but El Shaddai interrupting your nap, 
cueing you to write that chapter of the Bible he’s been planning, Book J, 
 Jecoliah’s tale of how she walked to the Promised Land from Iraq, 
reared seventeen children, and bared the curse of being an Israeli 
 immigrant and a woman and so the book you write will never 
satisfy the chumps who sort the Dead Sea Scrolls to create the Torah. 
 Heaven, you know, doesn’t appear in the Old Testament books, 
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the dead instead plunge into the depths of Sheol, the pit of Everlasting 
 Gehenna where the Serpent throws burning apples at your spirit 
unprotected by the King of Kings, where “Cain and His Gang of  
 Fugitives,” Hell’s house band, will eternally entertain you 
via grunge music blaspheming the lamentably long list of names He 
 expects people to call Him, but why end this ode on Destruction Av. 
when we haven’t mentioned Delilah who emasculated Samson or discussed  
 Dinah who inspired an entire tribe of Hivite men to saw 
extra sensitive skin from their shafts, because when you’re an Isaac 
 circumcision is just the first sacrifice you endure so the hex 
you receive during your Biblical life isn’t from some phony god like Beelzebub 
 Baal, or a Golden Calf but from the real deal: God the Snazzy, 
Zeba’ot, the Big Cheese, Yahweh Shalom, the Pie in the Sky, the Alpha 
 and Omega, the Eternal Swag, The Wizard who Knows His Way from A to Z. 
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The Problem with Christ Toast  
 
If you smell toast but there’s no toast around,  
you may be suffering a stroke. That, or Jesus  
Christ might be in that toast, his square jaw  
burnt in the patterns of cinnamon sprinkled  
 
in your temporal lobe, that Byzantium-flavored 
brain matter that measures the sizzle of belief. 
When this toastly admonition occurs, accept 
the gospel of strobe light uncertainty into your life:  
 
bodily shakes of apparition, smell of embalmment 
like honey flowing into a dumpster, spiraling  
ground like a broken yin yang. Consider half-awake  
dolphin dreams, the spotted fluorescence of the sea  
 
in one eye and the black ghost dreamsicle in the other: 
that’s how the Dude appears to you. A shiny prize 
in a raisin swirl when you think He’s hibernating. 
But no, your brain’s broke, blood flood overloading 
 
hippocampus, right? Even if it was Jesus Christ, 
you’d probably sell him on Ebay. That, or you’d frame 
your Christ toast, shelve it next to your tennis racket,  
polish the flicker. Invite over the neighbors, known 
 
congregants at First Church Hamilton Beach. Come into 
the kitchen, you’d say, there’s something I want you to see. 
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St. Michael Goes to the Levee, 1999 
 
I wanted to be a zombie with an ax splitting my skull, 
to run on all fours with the other seventh grade guys 
 
in a mob of candy theft and subterfuge: spray paint, 
smoke bombs, water balloons behind the levee,  
 
maybe even seven minutes in heaven with Ashley 
Sommers, but Mom made me dress as St. Michael, 
 
a red cross on my chest, a set of plastic wings, her red 
sash as a belt, and I’m trick-or-treating with Julie,  
 
my older cousin in a Catwoman costume – black gloves 
and a jumpsuit that flaunts her cleavage. Every devil 
 
ogles her. When she used to babysit me I’d relish feeling 
her leg prickle or her bra strap when we hugged. 
 
Her boyfriend, Derrick, is the Hulk, has a red truck, 
and I’ve heard that he’s in the Bloods, a gang that throws  
 
letter openers and murders cops with billy clubs, info 
I learned in DARE. First stop is Father Miles’ door, 
 
and he says, “St. Mike beat up Satan, ya know,” but  
it’s no consolation. “Can we go to the levee,” I ask Julie,  
 
“and not tell Mom?” “Sure,” she says, “but let me be  
with Derrick for a bit first.” “Tie it on your head,”  
 
Derrick says of Mom’s sash, “you could be in a gang.” 
“Shut up, Derrick,” Julie says, and they’re up the street.  
 
They couldn’t even name Bruce Banner or Selina Kyle;  
they’re just stupid teenagers trying to look hot. 
 
A truck passes by blaring thrash metal and I feel a thud 
on my head. “Loser!” a bloody pig yells from the window, 
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and they drive off toward the levee, egg down my neck. 
I take the sash from my waist and tie it around my head, 
 
throw my wings into the street, and catch up with Julie, 
who’s behind some bushes. Derrick’s smoking. “Take a hit  
 
with me,” he says to Julie, but when she moves away, 
he pulls her boobs – not like the movies when a man 
 
slides his hand like a shoe horn under a woman’s shirt –   
Derrick uses them to yank her to him. When she resists,  
 
he punches her under her eye. Then they both see me.  
“What did you do with your wings?” Julie asks me.  
 
There’s Hulk mark on her cat cheek. “Lose the cross 
on your chest, too,” Derrick says. We walk to the levee 
 
where all anyone ever does is throw up and call each other 
losers, and the moon’s a big-ass scythe cutting the clouds.  
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The Mall is Still Good 
 
The mall is still good at making you want  
to wear a fanny pack and pay the claw  
machine until you win a stuffed basketball. 
The mall is still good at orange chicken 
and eyebrow waxes, and also entertaining 
your children with cartoon-themed racecars 
and space ice cream. The mall is an excellent 
smooth jazz jukebox, music that makes 
you forget about music, like the light rocking 
of an anchored boat. This is why you go 
to the mall: to listen to the tenor sax thrum 
while getting in your daily step count 
or chatting hoverboards with the kiosk 
salesman. One day you hear a musician, 
we’ll call him John, playing his guitar solo 
over the loudspeakers, accompanied by 
the normal electronic keyboards  
and the fretless bass, and at first you don’t 
even notice when his solo starts, but soon  
John amps it up, brandishes his whammy bar 
like an Olympic Hammer, slays the sixteen bars 
as if his wife left him right before he walked 
in studio, or as if he just decided, fuck everything, 
I’m going to play the best goddamn solo 
the mall-circuit ever heard. You keep walking, 
try to ignore John by grabbing a cookie 
decorated with rainbow icing and sprinkles. 
He keeps jamming, though, must be thirty-two bars 
now, and he’s really making you feel emotional. 
This isn’t what the mall is for, you think.  
This is spoiling my rainbow cookie, you think. 
But when a John starts wailing, he can’t be ignored -- 
he’s a voice crying through your dessert. 
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Étude: Lucifer in My Living Room 
 
I’m a milkshake-sipping slug melted to the computer  
who Googles “cosplay slut” and watches a girl strip  
from a Pokemon costume. When the camera pans  
 
to a cage with a live mouse dyed yellow, I ex out  
because, that’s fucked up. Turn it on! You won’t believe  
what happens next, somebody whispers. It’s Lucifer,  
 
and although I should sweep him out of my house  
like he’s a roach, I pour a whiskey and let him take control 
of the TV clicker because he’s the kind of bro I like 
 
to hang out with on a Friday night when I am a droid: 
not the beer-belly highway-to-hell ass-grabbing Satan  
of Zappa fame – no, this Lucifer has cerulean eyes  
 
and the hair of a silver fox, wears a v-neck tee  
and a pocket watch, and drinks from a mason jar.  
“I’m not ready to see what she does with that mouse,”  
 
I tell him. Lucifer turns on VH1 where Robert Plant howls 
“Kashmir.” I love this song. It’s epic. You dig it?  I used to,  
but what Lucifer doesn’t know is that I let my high school  
 
girlfriend give me a handie in the Winn Dixie parking lot 
while the song blared, dumped her right after,  
and the molasses of guilt still sticks, so I take a huge swig 
 
of Jack then look up to Lucifer whose pupils pierce  
mine like scissors. We can change it, if you like – how about  

Spongebob Squarepants, he says, and then there’s a human  
 
sponge thing stroking a cucumber on my TV and we laugh  
together like prepubescent boys. This is the life!  
he says. But no – it’s not Spongebob, but a woman moaning. 
 
I’m drunk, it’s 2 AM, and I’m more alone than I will be in my grave. 
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On Hearing That You Were Arrested  
  
When my neighbor, Wallington, invited me to get high 

in his basement, I couldn’t help but wonder: what if 
he’s a serial killer? What if he uses his knee-high socks 
  
to silence his victims while he gropes them in the dark, 
loading his pistol and laughing like an evil warlock? 
Wally’s been in my house, we discussed the NBA lockout, 
  
sang Bowie songs, and I even served him a gin and tonic, 
but now I feel betrayed because I know that until police 

found decayed bodies and bones under the crawlspace 

  
at 8213 Summerdale, John Wayne Gacy’s neighbors loved 

going to the block parties at his house, hiring him 

for construction work, being entertained by Pogo the Clown. 
  
No, I won’t get high with you, Wally, not after I found 

familywatchdog.com, a website that lists 392 convicted 

sex offenders residing in Tallahassee. In reality, 
  
Wally’s probably a harmless mechanic, a pothead 

who admits to lying to clients, selling them new air filters 

when the old ones are fine. But then I was reading 

  
the Tallahassee Democrat and I stumbled upon 

your mug shot in an article about a sex sting operation, 
and I’d like to say you looked beautiful, your eyes brilliant 
  
orbs of suffering, but you looked like complete shit, each feature 

trying to make sense of itself as the camera light hit your face. 
Six months ago we built a marimba – spent hours with a tuner 
  
and a saw perfecting the pitches of each bar. It took us 
almost an entire day to tune that last low D, and after 
we carved our initials into the wood, we performed 

 

for your neighbors and their teenage daughter, Milly, 
everyone clumsily singing while you played 

the melody of “Auld Lang Syne.” They tore down 
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Gacy’s house at Summerdale, but after the bulldozing 

grass didn’t grow on the lot for years because Gacy 

brushed the bodies with lime to purge the smell, 
  
and when I smell the marijuana fumes coming from 

Wallington’s house, I think, Wallington, if you’re going 

to murder me, blow off my head while I’m cocooned 

  
in the sheets of my bed, sing me “Starman” one last time 

in that sweet falsetto, use the marimba in the closet 
to play a solo, apply lime to my orifices, and lie to me: 
  
tell me that NBA players aren’t greedy, tell me little Milly 

has grown up to be an opera singer, tell me the mulish 

D is in tune, tell me I’m a safe man with no holes in my brain. 
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Prayer to St. Michael in the Wrong Venue 
 
St. Michael the Archangel, defend me in battle 
because I’m in a low-ceiling blacklight smut bar, 
Rehab Lounge, watching the Thirst Quenchers,  
a shirtless four-piece whose bassist licks the neck 
of his bass and whose singer names their songs 
“Piece of Shit” and “Drunken Cock Fight,”  
and my band, The Advocate, is performing  
“My Aspiration” next. Be my protection against 
the wicked mosh pit rumbling to music that sticks 
to dirt, the bartender’s C-cup cleavage zebra bra.  
May I rebuke her, I humbly pray, or I’ll get wasted. 
Do you drink, oh Prince of Heavenly Hosts?  
‘Cause I’m asking for God’s power in the bathroom,  
so Michael protect me from spirits seeking ruin,  
because all this bar has is a condom dispenser  
with a naked girl rolling her eyes back,  
covering her crotch with her hands, offering  
ribbed protection in six flavors for 75 cents. 
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Mass for a Hairshirted Tongue 
 
Kyrie Eleison 
     A Prayer in the Anathema of Night 

     
for I am the bleeding eczema on Your arms, the off- 
    pitch cockroach mumbling like crinkled paper,  
an ingrown hair You should pluck, for when You  
    say sheep I shit, when You say obey I oboe,  
when You say made from clay I sputter and burn  
     and dig farther into Your chin, I drink Kool-Aid  
from Your wine stems and I swallow Your gum, 
 
for I am made of water and a multitude of bacteria  
    that gnaw the flesh of my intestines, I am hardly 
a shed of blood or a quark of earth, I am a half- 
    house for molecules, a periodic table of decadence,  
a frog pickled in formaldehyde, an off-reel cassette,  
           
for one morning I leech-loitered behind the levee  
    and hacked the head off a moccasin that struck 
my boot and drank dark rum and stood in swamp  
    so the murk rose to my waist, I felt the envelope  
of earth and kissed the snake, let the voodoo juice  
    swash my temper and droned in drunkenness,  
I sang the praisesong of the Mississippi and clutched  
    a handful of weeds and thought I might drown 
on the nectar, I might wither and melt and bloom  
    into venom to be consumed by the next vagabond, 
  
for at night I tremor at the thought of being zapped 
    like the dead filament of a bulb, my electrons erased 
and my locust flying to light, the grayish haze of arson 
    over my eyes where I meet no angel, no demon, 
no purgatory, just blotted-out me at absolute zero,  
    the cut wick of candle burnt to core, the vibrations 
of the saxophone settled into line, static and sonic shock 
    when my organs shut down and my brain stem  
powers off but there is no plug to pull, just a notion  
    that my genes will be the marrow of my ancestors, 
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for You are a mace-hammer, an ice-healer, a euchre 
    chrism of black on white, a baptism of candlelight,  
the sky notes that swell to orgasm in flying buttressed  
    cathedrals, the swarm of blackbirds in army formation  
that flutter like wind chimes and attack like geysers,  
    the dirt and tarballs and drainage that flood my drywall  
and leave mold apocalypse, You are the filth I will become,  
    the ash, and yes Lord have mercy as I brackish Your soup. 
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Gloria  
     in the Excess 
 
The steak knife salesman knocks at my door  
    and demonstrates how to slice a tomato  
in the air, or I crack an ice tray and watch 
    the cubeness of ice slip into my tumbler  
and melt, or I’m mowing the lawn and run 
    over a mushroom that makes a pleasing zip 
as the blades shred it, or I play the nickel slots 
    at the casino and they reward me with free 
margaritas, or I watch the lunar penumbra peak 
    as I’m taking out the trash, or my snotball 
kid anchors me to the ocean floor when she bites 
    a dead cockroach and I stick my finger 
down her throat to save her, or I bail out Cullen, 
    my college roommate, when he shows up 
high on Molly and with his muffler in his hands 
    and the police following, or I see this dude 
on TV confessing that he is in a relationship 
    with his Camaro, the pristine green leather  
backseat where he sleeps and makes love  
    between the cushions and strokes the stick  
shift, or I stick my hand in the mall fountain 
    to try to pick up a rusty nickel so I can buy 
a handful of chiclets from a vending machine,   
    or I realize that my prayer is probably coherent 
as webdings, or I feel catalyzed as pollution 
    pouring from the grain factories down the river, 
or I sit in this lounge chair and half-assedly glorify 
    you with my rank language instead of prostrating 
myself, eating the natural slop of the earth, 
    and worshipping the living shit out of You  
like hail pounding against the skyscraper of death. 
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Credo 
     The Persistent Earworm Strikes Again! 

 

I believe in the Sunday crowd braying hymns 
like a choir of asses, ruby lipstick on Jesus’ feet, 
 
to piebald mixes of pastel skirts and Doors shirts,  
crawfish and shrimp not counting as meat, relics  
 
of St. Peter’s skull in the Vatican museum, stabbing  
voodoo dolls’ stitchcomb seams, screamo lyrics  
 
like “Jesus / is better than the Devil,” tourists 
drinking Red Bull in the Sistine Chapel, priests’ 
 
shticks about tithing and greed, St. Patty’s booze 
and St. Joseph feasts, the Alleluia in castrati praise, 
 
praying for spaying and neutering pets, novenas 
for New Orleans Saints, tight belts for chastity’s sake, 
 
sending children on crusades, burning witches  
at the stake, savoring the Lord’s flesh and blood,  
 
“Jesus is my Homeboy” hats, altar bros and altar hos 
French kissing after mass, monks meditating on whether 
 
Jesus shat, the Popemobile and red beanie caps,  
to Hopkins, Chaucer, and Joyce, Jesuit punks, 
 
stealing Saturnalia for Christmas day, and nuns,  
and flocks of nuns with unibrows and saggy boobs,  
 
to Indiana Jones’ Holy Grail, flamboyant bishops, 
speaking in tongues, sacred sperm and sacrosanct eggs, 
 
and in the crucifix on my heart like the mark of Cain:  
the tattoo, the branding, the fiery ice of the faithful.  
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Sanctus 
     A Prayer in the Sauna of the Faithful 
 
When I’m in the sauna of the Faithful 
    my vocal chords vibrate as You play  
me like a theremin: “Holy, Holy, Holy” 
    I sing with the seraphim, and I twist  
in rapturous glossolalia, spurting syllables  
    like a caveman – this is the Higgs field 
of the Word where You weave our atoms,  
    where incense purifies my tongue, 
which is a problem because I’m also a fetid 
    shit-slinger who likes to use fuckwords,  
who wants to yell “fire” in a movie theatre,  
    who comes up with nasty sex names  
like The Peter Pan Jam or Scented Swirlie Pie, 
    and who graffitied the definition  
of pickle surprise on justformommies.com  
    because I sing all of available notes –  
the tritones, jock jams, flat howls, praise jowls,  
    and holy moans: I want to call the ref 
a pissant even if You are officiating, King 
    of the heavenly swing. So can I join  
your sin-forgiving orchestra and still sing  
    with the Sketchnotes? Will You trill  
a lightning bolt through my lips and give me  
    a part in Your magnum opus, the apocalyptic 
hymn when I’m resurrected from the dead 
    yelling “Holy fuck! I never thought I’d rise!” 
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Agnus Dei  
 For the Irreverent Bones in My Body  
 
I’m the locust who won’t shed his exoskeleton of excrement,  
     I buzz monotone and won’t suck sap from Your xylem,  
can’t stop cussing and nymphing and boiling in the night. 
 
               I croak in Your chapel, I shrink to a flea.   
           You’re oak, You’re maple, Your sap runs free.  
                
I’m a pillowcase of pigbones with a mouthful of pigeons:  
     my blessings are hollow and lacking meat, each speech  
flutters, pollutes heaven’s street, but I chatter on like a radio.  
 
               I have halitosis, my maw swallows my fist.    
           You diagnose me, You grant mercy like a mist. 
 
I starve on the stench of maggots and drink from disease  
     because my power’s out, swarming fruit flies in the ice box 
gnawing carrion. I hear the buzzards’ snap and the cello’s wax. 
 
           I need diet of the Lamb to awaken to a feast. 
  You give open-heart exams, You’ll break my ribs to peace.  
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